The Use of Emojis in Subject Lines
Emojis in email subject lines is an effective and attention-generating technique to increase your email
open rates 🎉 and improve engagement

By using emojis in place of words, or to complement words,
marketers have unlocked a new way to engage and connect
with their recipients. Unengaged subscribers can lead to
more emails being filtered into spam. So how do you make
sure your emoji-laden email is one that performs?

56% “of brands using emoji in
their email subject lines had a
higher unique open rate.”
-Experian
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These tips will help you determine when and how to leverage emojis as a way to improve engagement.
• Stay consistent with your brand and tone - as a marketer you know your organization and audience better than
anyone. If an emoji isn’t in line with your brand, stick to your gut and take it out!
• Test, test, and test again before sending. Verify whether the emojis you want to use will render correctly across
email clients and browsers, so it doesn’t come across as unprofessional and sloppy.
• Let the data guide your decision. Implement A/B testing for your email campaign with a subject line using emojis
and plain text to collect performance data.
• Don’t overdo it! Use emojis in moderation so you’re not oversaturating your audience. We suggest leveraging a
handful of emojis consistently. Pick those that speak to your brand and tone and include them consistently.
• Make sure your emojis have a purpose. Whether they’re conveying an emotion, visualizing your brand, or just
telling a story, don’t just add them because you feel like it. Cluttering communications with unnecessary
components, whether it calls to action, wordy copy or emojis is not effective.
The effect emojis have on engagement and the resulting benefit is undeniable. Give it a go!

